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AIlSTRACT
Consumer Satisfaction in Ownership
of Prebuilt Homes
by
~lyrl

N. Nish, t1aster of Science

Utah State University, 1979
Major ,Professor: LaRae B. Chatelain
Department: Home Economics and Consumer Education
This study investigated reasons bU'yers invest in prebuilt houses,
and if the reasons prompting that selection are being satisfied.
The study was taken in Box Elder County, Utah, and measured wife
and husband satisfaction with their prebuilt home independently.
Objective No . 1 was to determine the )'easons \~hy these consumers
purchased prebuil t homes.

The most frequent reason ~Ias price .

There

was no significant difference bet\~een the husbands' and the wives'
re sponses to the reasons for purchasing the houses.
Objective No.2 was to determine the sat isfaction of the o~mers
of prebuilt homes with those homes .

In general, the wives were

more sat i sfied in ever'y category than the husbands.

Overa ll satis -

faction was higher with both husbands and wives than their satisfaction
with anyone specific element of the overall project .
(80 pages)

CHAPTER I
I NTRODUCTI ON
Statement of Problem
The choice to buy prebuilt homes ~Ias made by approximately one third of the purchasers of new homes in Box Elder County, Utah in
1977 (Joh nson, 1978).

Factors that could have influenced this choice

were consumer financing, convenience of acquisition, price, design,
construction, availability of other alternatives in housing, and
advertisement.
If prebuilt home producers can target home buyer markets, and
produce to the satisfaction of those markets, a major breakthrough
in provid ing available, less expensive housing can be made.
Background of Problem
Prebuilt houses are not a new idea.

The English brought a panel-

iz ed,lOod house to Cape Ann for use by a fishing fleet in 1624 (Battelle
t1emorial Institute, 1967).

Parts of houses that vJere already built

were brought from England during early colonization .

Thomas A.

Edison in his patent No. 1,123,261, dated December 22, 19G8, specified a complete system of cast iron molds into which a cement house
could be poured.

Th i s pioneering venture i n prefabricated housing

f ailed to win acceptance (Josephson, 1959).

During Wor l d War II, pre-

built housing was used at defense installations (Pearson , 1972).

2
r~any

large companies vJere unsuccessful because of bad business

methods or inaccurate market analysis.

In the late 1940's and early

1950's the Lustron Corporation set itself up to produce 100 single
family homes a day, using industrial techniques.

Two thousand

houses were so l d before bankruptcy developed, due to under-capitalization, failure to establish an effective nationwide market ing and
distribution network, and inability to produce homes at pr i ces
be l o~J conventional1y built homes (Pearson, 1972).

The pr ebuilt

housing industry has not yet come to fruition.
However, there are companies that have been successful in the
industry.

Prebuilt homes are the hackbone of the housing industry

in areas whe;"e lack of hOLising is at the emergency level.

A large

i nf lu x of people resulting from exp l oration for oil in Easte r n Utah
is making heavy demands on housing.

In Rexburg , Idaho , many homes

destroyed by the Teton Dam disaster vlere replaced by prebuil t homes
(Al1en, 1978) .
A substantial portion of the nation's families are living in
substandard conditions.

For the poor, the elderly , the single

person , ethnic minority, and the large family, housing conditions
are st il1 severe , and may be getting VJorse (Hartman , 1975) .

The

Housing Act of 1968 reaff irmed the goal set by Congress in 1949 to
ac hi eve a decent home and suitable living env ironment for every
American family.

By the construction or rehabilitation of 26 million

housing units, Congress projected that th is goal could be ach i eved
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within the next decade.

These figures were a rough average of the

est imates of need derived by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the National Commission on Urban Problems, and the
National Commission on Civil Disorders.
From 1970 to 2000, the National Committee on Urban Growth has
proposed the construction of 100 new cities, each with an average
population of 100,000, plus ten new cities containing at least 1,000,000
people each.

Despite this very dramatic objective, the realization of

this proposa l would accommodate only 20% of the antici pated populat i on
growth in the same period (Cart'e iro, 1970). United States popu la tion
is expected to increase from 200,000,000 to 260,000,000 people before
the year 2000 (Office of Management and Budget, 1976).
The United States has a housing problem which involv es the
production of sufficient adequate housing at a price consumers can
afford.

Long term inflation is an important factor .

Average

buildillg constructi on costs have increased 9.6% from 1976 to 1977
for the United States as a whole.

Housing costs in the Pacific

Coast and Rocky Mountain states increas e 12 .1% between September 1976
and September 1977 (Architectural Record, 1978).

The longer the

construction period, the more acute the inflationary impact.
Prebu i 1t home construe ti on is important because it us es construct i on skills les s wastefully, and allOlvs the industry to double
output by assemb ly line production (Langewiesche, 1972).
Prebuilt home construction

viaS

spurred as part of Operation Break -

thr ough, a federal program designed to stimulate production of
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factory-built hou:ing (Newmark &Thompson, 1977).

Prefabrication,

modu lar unlts, systems building, stated Peter Blake, architect (1975),
are symbols of one of modern architect ure's fondest dreams.

That

dream is applying sophisticated technology to the construction industry.
Indoor, mass-produced assembly-line production of housing has
several advantages.
averted.

Interference and delays from inclement weather are

Large savings on building mater ials can be achieved throu gh

mass purchasing and direct ordering fro m man ufacturers and wholesa l ers.
Guaranteed work will reduce hourly wages to l eve ls lower than the
very hi gh rates that craftsmen now demand.

Some companies can produce

a home in a few days, as opposed to the several months that on-site
construction ordinarily takes.

This is a critical factor, if housing

producti on is to be doub 1e.d over the next ten years.

Fas ter cons truc-

tion time also means more efficient use of scarce and costly capital
and consequent reduction in the per unit cost of construction fin ancin g
(Hartman, 1975).
The best chance for success for prebuilt house companies is
to know the available markets for prebuilt houses, select the particular
market segment they want to serve, then build houses that are obtainable
by that market segment and satisfying to the needs of house buyers
in that segment .

Prebuilt companies must also build a dealer organi-

zation comprised basically of l ocal real estate developers (Campbell,
1972).

Rea l estate brokers and their sales organization can be a

prime distribution channel (Pearson, 1972).
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The Purpose
~tudy

The purpose of the

\'I as to investigate reasons buyers invested

in prebui l t houses, as opposed to stick-built homes, and if reasons

prompting this selection were being satisfied.

Data collected were

used to measure wife and husband sat i sfaction independent ly, and the
sample vias based in Box Elder County , Utah, where emergency for housin g
i s not high.
The study is of interest to the prebuilt home marketers because
it supplies informa tion useful in targeting their markets, and sat isfying their customers.

This information i s useful in future desi gns

and advertising.
The Objectives
1.

To determine the reasons why consumers buy prebui lt homes.

2.

To determine the satisfaction of the owners with their
pre-built homes.

Hypotheses
1.

There is no significant difference in the responses within
the husband group or within the wife group to the reasons why
the prebuilt houses were purchased.

2.

There is no s i gni ficant relationship between th e ma in floor
square foot age and the type of mortgage obtained on the
prebui It house.

3.

There is no significant difference between the prebuilt
home OIvners' overall satisfaction with their home and their
satisfaction with the construction of the house.
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4.

There is no significant difference between the husbands ' reason
for buying the house and t he wives' reason for buy in g the
house.

5.

There is no significant difference between the husbands'
overall satisfaction and the wives' overall satisfaction with
the house .

Delimitations
There has been very little research done on prebu ilt or modular
housi ng.

Th i s thesis is directed toward reasons why consume rs buy

prebuilt houses and their satisfaction wi th those houses.

The research

does not deal with:
1.

The future market for used pr ebuil t homes.

2.

The social impact of prebui l t home s on their occupants or the
community.

3.

The co nstruction of prebui l t homes in qu ali ty as compared
with stick- built.

4.

The i mage of prefabricated housing held by the public.

Definition of Terms
Boxes.

Modular units.

Contractors.

The majo r age nt in on-site construction who contracts

to produce th e completed house.
Dealer Ser vice .

Dealer services includes: he lping consumers

select the prebu il t house and all its features, oversees on site construction and house insta ll at i on, oversees on-site

completion and repairs, and is liaison between prebuilt
housing company and consumer.
wo~k.

Detail

Small sect i ons or units, such as cabinets.

Farmers Home Administration, FmHA.
ment of Agriculture.

An age ncy of the U.S . Depart-

FmHA makes home loans, as well as

agric ult ure loans .
Federal Housing Administration, FHA.

A government depart ment

t ha t insures individual loans made with private loanin g
ins t ituti ons or mortgage compa nies.
~lodular

Units .

Prebuilt housing tha t is built in a factory

and then shipped t o its permanent site.

Several mod ulars

connected together make one structure.
On-site Construction.
Points.

Houses built entirely at the s i te.

A fee charged by a lender for ma king a loan.

Points

are used to even differences in in te rest rat es .
Prebuilt.

Houses built in a factory.

Prefabricat ed Ho uses . Houses built in a factory.
Site .

The area on

Stick built.

~Ihich

structu res are to be located .

Houses built at the site.

Some preassembled com-

ponent parts may be used.
Subcontractor.

Those contractors who are employed by the major

contractor to do only a po rtion of the work.
SupDlier.

Those businesses who supply the basic materials such

as lumber, nails, pa neling, wire, etc.
Target.

A devic e or pract ice <if \vh ich the main purpose is to

reach a predetermi ned object ive .
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CHAPTER

II

RESEARCH OF LITERATURE

What are Modulars and Prebuilt Homes
A problem of semantics is sUbstantiated when an attempt is made
to differentiate between prefabrication, pre-eng ineered, prebuilt,
modu lar, industrialized building, building system,. and many other terms
starti ng to be used

~Iithin

the industry.

These terms are almost

synonymous and imply that an industri alized procedure has been applied
to the building process.

The use of these additional terms also

represents an attempt by the industry to do aI-lay \vith the term prefabrication and its connotations of "cheapness" that became associated
with the "lord i mmed iately fo llOl,ing ,Iorld War II (Battele Memorial
Institute, 1967) .
The term "prefabrication" is commonly used throughout the construction industry--yet there is little agreement on the meaning of the
word.

To some people it means that a structure has been preassembled

off site in a factory.

For others, a house is considered to be prefab-

ric ated, if at least two of the large structural components are pre assembled at a factory and transported to site for erection.
consider on-site fabrication of components to
not.

Some

be prefabrication, others

Furthermore , many companies are ca ll ed "prefabricators" if they

specialize in the manufacture of one or more components that are us ed
in the building process (Battel e

t~emorial

Institute, 1967).
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Why is the term so ambiguous?

Much of this co nfusion exists

because prefabrication is a gener ic term used to descr i be a manufacturing
process through which a building, structure, house, shell, component
or piece i s produced .

Inherent in this process are certain integral

operat i ons suc h as precutting, preassembly, prefinishing, and final
assembly .

Hence, all companies t hat participate in this process--

regardless of the degree of i nvo l vement--can be called "prefabri cators " (Battel le Memorial Instit ut e, 1967) .
It is obv io us f rom this di scuss i on that pr efa br icatio n has no
precise def inition that is applicable throughout the construction
industry.

For the purpose of this thesis , the word prebui lt wil l

be used as a gene r al term to denote a structure th at has been
assembled in total before fi nal pl acement .

The structure may be

shipped in sections to facilitate movi ng.

The sec tion s are then

joined at the site.
Prebuilt housing is precision-engi neered, manufactured under
factory conditions, and subject to automated ho using techn i ques
providing quality control.
laid with exacting care.

Doors and windows fit.

Carpeting is

Electrical and plumbing systems are tested

individually before the units are approved for shipment.
comes s tru ctu rally comp lete and fully in s ulated.
are provided to give a custom-b uilt l ook.

The house

Exterior vari ations

The construction makes

for a structural framing system of better than ave ra ge stren gth th at
can withstand factory handling, t rans portati on and site erect i on
stresses.

The foundation is the only major carryover from conve ntional

construction (Pearson, 1972).
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Prebuilt housing comes in sma ll houses, large houses, two-story
houses, apartment houses, row houses, office buildings, motels,
churches, and schools . All are composed of "modules" each the size
of a trailer truck so it can be transported on the highway system.
Some builders call these modules "stack boxes."

The module builders

call a regular house, built at the site from bits and pieces, a
"stick-built" (Langerwiesche, 1972) .
There are many variations of the prebuilt house.

You can build

out of wood, concrete, plywood, fiberglass, steel, aluminum, paper,
etc.

You can build up walls in layers of different materials: fire -

proo f, insulated, decorative and was hable for the inside surfaces;
weather-resistant for the outs ide (Langerwiesche, 1972 ).
Prebuilt Homes Have and
Are Being Tried
Prefabrication is not a new development in this country.

As

early as 1624, the English brought a panel i zed house of wood to Cape
Ann for use by a fishing f l eet , and the house was subsequently dis assembled, moved, and reass embled many times.

Throughout the earlier

years of our history, nevi settlements provided a market for early
prefabricators--the California Gold Rush of 1849 was a particularly
lucrative market .

Also, the Union Army in the Civil War used many

prefabricated houses in its camps.

In fact, railroad fre i ght rates

for wooden portable houses date from around 1870 (Battel l e Memoria l
Institute, 1967).
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Early in this century the "mail order house" became popular on
the frontiers.
in 40 years.

Sears, Roebuck Company claims it sold 110, 000 houses
This was usually a precut house, but the production of

these houses was important since it pioneered techniques for the
production lines, standardization, and price packaging in the home
manufacturing industry (Battelle Memorial Institute, 1967).
Early Scientists and Architects
Paved the Way for Prebuilts
In a letter now at the Edison Library Archives, addressed to
Messrs. Hulsenkamp and Cranford of Ft. Meyers, Florida, Thomas A.
Edison tells of his plans for four prebuilt buildings.
tvlO

dViell i ngs

"We will erect

for Vlorkmen on the other side of the street.

Our

buildings are being made in Maine and Vlill be loaded aboard sh ip at
Boston."
According to Josephson (1959), Thoma s A. Edison's patent No.
1,123,261 (December 22, 1908) specified a complete system of cast
iron molds into which a cement house could be poured.

The scheme ,

which cos t Edison about $100,000, failed to win acceptance , and he
dropped it.
The prebuilt industry actually began deve loping its present-day
characteristics around 1930 .

With th e estab lish men t of FHA, it became

poss ibl e to ma rket homes in a mass volume in norma l peace ti me.
were able to buy homes on terms they could afford, and the
ization of housing became a challenge to our economy.

Buyers

industrial-

Also, the
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influence of Frederic Taylor and his principles of scientifi c management were undoubtedly instrumenta l in developme nt of industralized
housing

(Battelle Memorial Institute, 1967).

The most exhaustive study of the problem of reducing construction
costs were made by Albert Bemis and Associates of Boston, Massachusetts.
The results of this study were printed in Vo l ume III of the "Evolving
House" published during th e three-year period of 1933 to 19 36 .
the volume

In

entitled "Rational Design" , Bemis suggests a typical module

as the basis for design and developed a method for estab l ish i ng standard
assemb ly details and a simplified drafting technique in which al l
dimensions are referred to a modu lar grid.
Regarding housing, Bemis stated, "The reo,-ganization that housing
needs--and the redesign of structure here presented--is not a change
of process .

It does not suggest merely transferring to the shop what

was previous l y done in the field.

The parts of the house must be gi ven

the new forms and features required for versatility of design, economica l mass production and ready-field erection."

Al bert Bemis died

in 1936 and his heirs . wishing to see hi s work continued, organized
the Modular Service Association to continue research in the field of
modular standards.

As a result of this effort, the American Standards

Association in i tiated a project for the coordi nat i on of di mens i ons
of building materials and equ i pment (Battelle Memoria l Institute, 1967).
During World War II, prefabricated housing was used at defense
installations.

In the late 1940 ' s and early 1950's the Lustron
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Corporation set itself up to produce 100 s ingle family homes a day,
using i ndustrial methods.

Lustron sold 2, 000 of these homes,

and then went bankrupt due to its under-capitalization, its failure
to establish an effective nationwide market ing and distribution network, and the company's inability to produce homes at a price below
those built conventionally (Pearson, 1972).
Blake, an architect (1975) , states that many inventive
designers and architects, such as Walter Gropius, LeCorbus i er and
other arch itects of the so-called International Style--between the
tvlO

vlarS--Vlere 1iterall y obsessed with the idea of some sort of

modular building system.

Some architects since Vlorld ,Jar II have

been very creative, such as Buchminster Fu ll er and his "geodesic
dome", and Moshe Safdie, the bu i lder of "Habitat" in f·1ontreal.
Operation Breakthrouqh
In f~ay of 1969, Secretary George Romney of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, announced "Operation Bre akthrough ."
It \1aS termed a program to develop , test, and promote the best in

volume produced housing systems .

These systems souqht to utilize

advanced bui l ding materials and construction techniques, combined
with effective methods of management, marketing , financing and land
use.

The basic program object ive was to establish total housing

systems as a force in the bui l di ng of homes and better communities
for Americans of all incomes.

As such, the program was intended to

help meet the housing shortage, while contribut ing to an improved
living env ironment.
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Operation Breakthrough attacked two problems:
hous ing and finding markets for it.

producing volume

It is this latter task -- the

gat her ing of mar kets and the elimination of constraints--which is
an especially critical one.

For ther e must be consumers ready to buy

the hou ses steadily bein g produced to justify large investme nts
in plant , equipment , and management organization by prebuilt companies.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD, 1970) ,
throu gh Operation Breakthrough, funded the design of 22 com plete
housing system s suitable for constructing residential hou s i ng .
These housing systems were selected by HUD from among 236 proposa ls
submitted by pr ivate industry in response to a form al invitat ion of
HUD in June, 1969 .

The designing via s to be completed by August 1970 .

In the next phase of the program, over 3,000 prototype hou s ing
units of the 22 housing systems \~ere to be constructed on 11 s ites
in 10 states across th e nation.
be displayed at each site.

A variety of housing syster>ls I'lOuld

Every housing type, from hi gh rise constuc-

tion to single family detached, were included on the sites as suited
th e topography , locati on and other characteristics.

Preparatory

site work began in the summer of 1971 and the construction of housing
uni ts followed (HUD, 1970) .
The prototype developments l'lere intended as a vi sua 1 demonstration of the capabilit i es of each housing sys tem.

In addition, the

housing systems "Ier e t ested at the sites as a part of an overall
Breakthrouqh testing eval uat ion, and certificat ion program.

The
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developments were also expected to illustrate the best in s i te planning
concepts for better liv ing environments.
Those producers that were chosen by HUD were:
Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA)

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ball Brothers Research Corporation

Boulder, Colorado

Henry C. Beck Company

Atlanta, Georgia

Boise-Cascade Corporation

Boise, Idaho

Christiana Western Structures, Inc.

Los Angeles, Ca lif.

Forest City Enterprises, Inc.

Cleveland, Ohio

Descon/Concordia

Montreal, Quebec

General Electric Company

Philadelphia, Pa.

Hercules, Inc.

Wilmington, Delaware

Home Building Corporation

Sedal ia, Missouri

Keene Corporation

New York, N.Y.

Levitt Technology Corporation

Lake Success, N.Y.

Material Systems Corporation

Valley Center, Calif.

Module Cornmunites, Inc.

Yonkers, N.Y.

National Homes Corporation

Lafayette, Indiana

Pemtom, Inc.

Bloomington, l1innesota

Republic Steel Corporation

Youngstown, Ohio

Rouse -I-Jates

Columbia, Maryland

Scho lz Homes, Inc .

Toledo, Ohio

Shelley Systems, Inc.

San Jaun, P.R.

Stirling Homex Corporation

Avon , New York

TRvJ

Systems Group

Redondo 8each, Cal ifornia
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The locat ion of developments are:
Jersey City, Nelv Jersey
r·lemphi s, Tennessee
St, Louis, Missouri
King County, Washington
Macon, Georgia
New Castle County, De1al'Iare (discontinued)
Harris County, Texas (discontinued)
Seattle, Washington
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Indianapolis, Indiana
Sacramento , Cal ifo rnia
(HUiJ, June 1970, p. 9-11)
The tested and demonstrated Operation Breakthrough housing systems
\'Iere quickly introduced into the housing market.

To expedite this

process, volume markets were identified and developed before the
houses we re ready.

These markets included conventionally financed

housing for low and moderate income families.

Also, significant

constrains on large scale housing production and marketing , such as
diversified local building codes, restrictive land use regulations,
and rigid labor requirem ents, were to be removed.

The market a9gre-

gatior. process and some of the more advanced systems I'lere marketed in
1970 (HUD, 1970).
Each of the selected firms 1·lere under contract with HUD to
complete and perfect the development of its housing system.
systems required very little new development to be ready .

Some
They
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were already being marketed in the United States \-/ith excellent
results, both in terms of consumer acceptance and durability of
construction.
ful in Europe.

Some of the se "Jere based on systems which were success The necessary research and development costs were

paid for by the federal government .

This work was closel.Y monitored

by HUO housing experts (Feedback, 1976).
Although the completed housing units were rented or sold, their
costs exceeded the normal costs of those systems in full product ion.
This was because of the prototype nature of the developments and
because each producer was assigned only a relatively small number
of units on each site. .
in this situation.

Economies of scale could not be achieved

HUD financed the extra cost.

HUD Assesses Operat ion Breakthrough
HUD's assessment of the outcome of Operat i on Breakthrough is as
fa 11 O\~s:
Breakthrough was complex, involving a totally atypical
team approach for planning, development and decision-mak ing,
and a range of objectives which simultaneously sought housing
and planning innovations , qual ity, cost savings, speed, parti cipation of minority groups in training and construction, and
extens ive local participation of citizens and organizations.
An extensive survey of the opinions of Breakthrough
residents was conducted, providing sig nificant and valuable
insi ght for future planning efforts, as well as an evaluation
too l. The survey verified the achievement of many of the
origina l Breakthrough objectives. For example:

*

The relat i ve cost of the housing was cited as the
principle reason for moving to the sites .
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* Most respondents believed their residential env ironments
would be the same, if not better, in five years.

* Most occupants planned long-term tenure.
* Favorable evaluation was given to the dwelling units
themse 1ves.

* Occupants were aware of both the industrialized nature and
their federal sponsorship.

* Economic, social, and community factors v!ere highly rated
on the sites .

* Over 90% of the residents indicated overall satisfaction
with both the dwellings and the sites.
(Feedback, 1976, p. 175-79)
Developments Since Operation Breakthrough
There were differing views from outside Operation Break through.
These views came from architects, on-site contractors, unions, consumers, and businessmen.

Campbell (1972) pointed a finger

at the government for failure s in the industry.

He said, "It goes

back to April 1969 vlhen Secretary George Romney announced Operation
Breakthrough.

This seemed to say tHO things: first, that the federal

government was going to stimulate production of industrializ ed housing;
and second, that there was an implied promise of government funding
on a scale never before attempted in this country."
Failure came because of the r eal ities of modular production
are very different from the concept.

Too many companies--partly

because of Breakthrough and partly because of "very, very muddy
thinking"--assumed that you could build housing units by the yard ,
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so to speak, and turn them out like gypsum board or plywood, or
any other industrial commodity.

Like a factory button could be pushed

and out vlOuld come complete housing units, and they vlould be sold
like automobiles .

That vias the wrong analogy (Campbell, 1972).

A recent large scale venture i n prebuilt housing was undertaken
by the State of ,lest Virginia.

In 1973, West Virginia's lovl income

housing situation vias a microcosm of the national housing dilemma
(Cobb, 1977).

The Mountain State had more than 80,000 families whose

income wou 1d not a 11 ow them to purc hase a hou se throug h convent i ona 1
financing.

Under the leadershio of Joseph H. Mills, SEOO Director

and Commissioner of Labor, the Economic Orportunity Office developed
the "Housing of Mountaineer Efforts (HOMES) plan, which called for
the establishment of five housing corporations that would build
housing factories to produce economy housing for low income families.
To put the plan into operation, the SEOO obtained funds from the
Federal Community Services Administration (formerly the Office of
Economic Opportunity).
Fiv e factori es were set up.

Eilch

ViaS

obta i ned and renova ted by

local people . One factory was a converted school, one vias formerly a
winery, one a Navy wareh ouse, and one a 4-H camp.

All the buildings

are functional and have l arge working areas and eff i cient assembly
line layout.

The quality of materials used is exce l lent (Cobb, 1977).

Each factory has only tvlO professionals, a director and a marketing
specialist.

The director oversees the total ./ork of the factory.
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The marketing specialist guides the client through the process of
buying a house from the moment of the first contact until the client
is in his or her home.

A plant foreman directs the construction

operations within the plant and at the job site .
of 8 to 12 local, formerly unemp l oyed men .

His crew consists

Each factory is

capable of producing more than 75 houses annua l ly.

Since spring of

1976, five factories have been in operation, and over 100 houses have
been sold.

Every factory has a waiting l ist of people who .,ant to

purchase a house.

West Virginia bel ieves it has f aced its hous i ng

problems for 10\1 income families and has a head start on resolving them
(Cobb, 1977).
~~evelop

Prebuilt Homes

A study by Harvard-mT Joint Center found that as of 1975, only
25% of all American families could afford to buy an existing home.
By contrast, about half of all families could afford either type of
standa rd home in 1970.
bleaker.

The study's picture of the future is even

It estimates that by the early 1980's, the average

sellin~

price for a standard new home could leapfrog to as much as $78 ,000
(Daniel, 1977).
It i s feas i bl e that the cost of a house co uld be r educed by the
factory production method . LeFrak (1972) told a Pratt
Institute audience, "He're going to cut costs through mass purchasing
power , greater product i vity, and by sub-assembl i ng components and
.,hole rooms , so that main assembly lines can move al ong as briskly as
the ones in Dearborn or River Rouge.

We're going t o produce
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continuously , r a in or shine, and if weather s huts down s itework ,
we're going to stack our prod uct in protected s tagi nq areas from
which it can be moved swiftly and eff ici entl y when sitework starts
up again.

We 're going to reduce or eliminate one of the greatest

costs in const ruction today- -on-site vandalism and theft . "
Is the prebu ilt house cheaper than the "stick-built"?
they were about the same.

In 1972

But stick- bu il ders are to a po in t where

ther e i s litt le room f or improvement or economy in th eir prod uction.
By contrast, the industrialized housing industry is in it s infancy.
~lechanization

has only just beg un.

Production is still sma ll.

All

the r eal econom i es are yet to come (Langewiesche, 1972).
Length of construction period also increases the cost.

Average

building construction costs have increased 9.6% for the United States
as a whole from 1976 to 1977.

Housing construction costs i n the

Pacific Coast and Rocky Mounta in States increased 12.1 % bebleen
September 1976 and Se ptember 1977 (Architectual Record, 1978).

The

lo nger th e const ructi on period , the more acute the inflati onary impact .
Factory construction of homes may he the an swer.
cons truction skills less I"lastefully.

It uses

It allovls the industry to doub l e

the pr oduction wit hout doubling the need for sk ill ed la bor .

The

factori es are unioniz ed so the unions are not res is ting the change
(Langewiesche, 1972) .
Skilled l abo r, and the increasing shortages of it, is one of the
princi pa l reasons why pr ebui lt housing needs top pri ority.
dealing with an aging l abor force .

We are

Eac h year more skilled craftsmen
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leave the building trades than enter them through apprenticeship
programs .

Those that remain seek and get outrageous increases in

vlage rates and fringer benefits with each new contract--and vlith no
increase in productivity (Lefrak, 1972).
A solution to the problem is to take sem i -skilled workers, even
unskilled workers- -minorities and underprivileged, and train them to
produce housing on an assembly line.

They will produce it all year

around, 24 hours a day in three eight-hour shifts.

The building

trades will enjoy something they never had--a guaranteed annual \·/age
(Lefrak,1972).
A plus feature of prebuilt homes is their rapid production.
Rapid production helps curb building costs attributed to inflation.
Rapid product ion will have to be used to meet the demand for housing
by our increasing population (Carreiro, 1970).
How Prebu i It Homes are

I~ade

Industrialized housing makes modules.

These are three-dimensional

units built to satisfy local building codes.

Finished in the factory,

and bolted together on the site, they may be joined together in
varying combinations to create not only homes, but also apartments,
offices , and stores .

Erection is a matter of connecting the modules

together on a foundation and hooking them up to utiliti es.
ized housing fac i litates the use of

ne\~

materials .

permits the use of heavy machinery and power tools.

Industrial-

Indoor work
Metal\-lOrking

machinery, too immobile for outdoor use, i s readily employed in a
factory (Pearson , 1972) .
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A modular assembly 1ine consists of a central assembly 1ine \'lith
bays or "vIDrk stations" arranged along the central 1 ine .

The floor

is built at the first station, and walls, ceiling, roofs, plumbing,
wiring, kitchen systems, doors, trim, and tile or carpet are added
at successive substations.

Benefitting from soph i sti cated too l ing

and fixtures, the modules proceed through the i r sequential work
stations to emerge at the end of the line as finished products.
The kitchen cabinets and other fixtures, including formica counters,
sinks, tubs, baths and shovlers, are factory installed.

Exterior

windo\'ls and doors, asphalt roof sh i ngles, and s i ding materials are
factory installed over insulated vlalls .

t1ajor app li ances, including

range, oven, and refrigerator, may also be included in the factory
installation .

From 90 to 95% of the finishing work is done in the

factory.
ProblBns of the Prebuilt Housing Industry
There cannot be any true prefabrication of building components
unless and until the nation's building industry agrees to rigorously
adhere to a set of dimensional and qualitative standards .

The

tendency is for each manufacturer to establish standards that \'IiI 1
be as different as possible from those of all hi s competitors.

A

manufacturer of kitchen appliances, for example, ma kes a point of
scaling and color i ng his vlares so that they cannot be easi ly be
used in conjunction ~i th those of another manufacturer (B l ake, 1975).
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Material deliveries may not be on time, and production lines
may consequently be held up.

Or the prebuilt house factory may

not have any orders for a period of time.

In stick building, if

they have no orders they close down and go to Florida for the winter.
In a factory, if work is stopped, most of the overhead costs still
continue.
The constraint of a multitude of different building codes has
not been resolved by the adoption of a national building code .

To

overcome this problem, prebuilt companies have building inspectors
i n the plants.

They make sure each hous e "lill meet the building

code of the area where it will go, and the codes of the lending
institution tha.t will loan the money on it (Allen, 1978).
Section 809 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974
creates the National Institute of Building Sciences.

It is charged

with deve 1opi n9 methods for encou rag i n9 a 11 sectors of the economy
to accept and use nationally recognized performance criteria and
standards.

The United States will be subject to massive revision

for metrication.

This will provide a never-to-be-repeated oppor-

tunity to create a new system of codes and regulations expressed in
performance terms (Rassias, 1977 ) .
Mass production of large building components can occur only
where there is mass consumption -- that is, a smooth and even flow of
distribut i on.

This means that dealerships must be set up around the

country so that the manufacturing plant can be assured of a steady
demand.
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Prebuilt companies are overcoming their distribution difficulties.
In the fiel d, sa lesmen with a distr i butors hip sell the prebu ilt home s .
Businessmen, r ea ltors, contractors, material suppl i ers, and others
are the distributors.

The local real estate broker, like the builder,

has hi s finger on the pulse of the local s i tuation.
l ocal mar ket.

He knm·/s the

He knows his l oca l planning commission, from whom

approvals of his developments must be obta ined.

He knows his local

zoning board, from whom use variances and exceptions to bu ilding
codes must be secured.

He knows building construct ion.

He can hire

the crane to set the units on s ite, and he can arrang e for the hookups with the local uti liti es (Pearson, 1972) .
Hi ghway regulations li mit the width, length, height, and weight
of loads .

Most states li mi t modu lar widths to under 13 feet.

Modular

designers are, therefore, r equired to draw their structures vlithin
fairly conservat ive width and height l im itat i ons.
Truck transportation i s genera ll y restricted to 300 to 350 miles
of the plant itself .

This means that a number of plants must be set

up to serve separate marketing areas, rather than having one large
pl ant serve a wi de area.
Some states will not allow ov er s i ze loads to be hauled a certain
distance beyond a primary road.

This creates geographical pockets

into v/hi ch mod ulars may not go.

The only consistent high~/ay regula-

tion from s tate to state r equires that a spec ial hi ghway us e permit
be obtained for units exceed ing eight f eet in width (Pearson, 1972).
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Dealers and their compan i es must pay a lot of attention to logi stics -- weather and transportation details.

Once the modules leave

the pla nt, they are vulnerable to weather.

The prebuilt company is

responsible for the home until i t is pla ced and ready to occupy (Olsen,
1978) .
When completed, the dea l er, consumer, and sometimes a representa tive of the loaning in stitution inspect the house.

They l ook for

quality in workmanshi p and materia ls .

They al so check t o see if

the hou se i s as the plans indicated.

With the final approval, the

consumer may move in to the home .

The house carries a one-year guarantee.

Any complaints should go to the dealer .

He will then call for a

r epair team from the prebu ilt company or retain a local workman to
do the r epai r s (Robbin s , 1978).
t1arketing Probl ems
Prebuilt companies and their dea l ers must gather, compile, and
analyze sales, population, and financing data.

They must identify

a poten tial market and then build to satisfy home buye r s in that
market (Campbell, 1972 ) .
But the major pr oblem is obtain i ng publ ic acceptance.
public confuses modulars wi t h mobiles .

The

The public equates prefabri-

cati on wi th cheap and shoddy public hou s ing.

The very express ion

"Indu s tri al i zed housing " suggests standardization and spiritual
sterility (Pearson, 1972 ).
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According to Pearson (1972), pr oducers must show the public that
industri al ized housing not only can be of high auality, but al so
can be aesthetically pleasing.

Prebuilt designers must take the

drabness out of manufactured homes.

Architectural aesthetics must

be employed to get aViay from a factory-built label, just as different
exteriors and modifications to interiors are used by on-site builders
to e l iminate the sti gma of a tract home.
Financing the Home
In order for most consumers to buy houses , they must have outs i de
fin ancin g.

In general, prebu il t companies do not provide this, but

the availability of loan money in t he area is of prime concern to
th e prebuilt housing company.
Sa vings and loan companies.

Savings and loan companies Viill

lend 80% of the value of the prebuilt house at 10-3/4% interest on
fir st mortgages.

There i s no 1 imit t o the amount .

for mortgages must have good credit rat ing .
as down payment.

Persons app lying

The buyer must have 20%

The savings and l oan compan ies vlill review the

plans and appraise the total va l ue of \'Ihich they vJill loan 80%.
Interes t percentages quoted were as of Febr uary 8 , 197 9 .
rate on

t~arch 10, 197 8 ,

The interest

vias 9',% (Holland , 1979).

The Farmers Home Administrat ion (FmHA) . A government institution
l ocated in each county,

FmHA, as of January 1, 1979, vlould lend

up to $40,000 to those who se adjusted income is under $16,500.
must have a good credit rating.

They

To figure the adjusted yearly income,
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the gross year ly income is used as the basis.

Then 5% of the gross

income and $300 for each child living at home is deducted from the
gross income.

If the total is less than $10,000 adjusted yearly

income, and the family's net worth does not exceed $5,000, they are
eli gib l e for government assistance, al so.

The government will assist

them with their interest payments by lower in g their interest rate
from 8- 3/4% down to 1%, depending on what their yearly adjusted income
is.

Their income and adjusted interest rate is reviewed every two years

and the interest rate is adju sted accordingly.

On March 1, 1978, the

loan amount was $35,000 and unadjusted inte res t rate was 8% (Gardner, 1978).
FmHA will permit no sliding glass doors, no carpet in kit chen
or bath, only one bath on the main floor. no fireplace, no roughedin foundation for fireplaces, no garage , and no carports.
maximum l oan includes the price of the lot.

The $40,000

If the l ot sells for

$9,000, then the max i mum the house could cost is $3 1,000.

This would

be the full fini shed price , includin g found atio n or basement, carpeting,
util ities hookups, etc. (U.S. Dept. of Agr ic ulture , 1977).
FmHA loans are available in any tOvm, village, city, or pl ace,
in cluding the immediately adjacent densely settled area , which is not
part of or associated with an urban area, and (1) has a population
not in excess of 10,000, if it is rural in character; or (2) has populati on in excess of 10, 000 but not in excess of 20,000; and (a) is
not contained within a Standard Met r opo litan Statistical Area (SMSA );
and (b) has a serious l ack of mortgage credit for

10vl

and moderate

income families as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture and
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the Secretary of Hous ing and Urban Development.

Water and sanitation

systems in the area must also meet FmHA requirements (U.S. Dept. of
Agr i culture, 1977).
Federal Housing Administration.
or l end money.

The FHA does not build houses

It acts only as an insurer of private l y made loans

from approved lenders.

FHA will insure 97 % on the first $25,000

and 95% on th e second $25,000 (Berston, 1977).

The interest rate

as of Februa ry 22, 1978, was 8>;%. The i nteres t rate on February 8,
1979, had gone up to 9>;%, and the se ll er must assume the points.
Points being charged in February 1978 were 6, which vlDuld be 6% of
the total loan.
5>; to 6.

On February 8, 1979, the points being charged \'Iere

A >;% is added to the interest rate to cover repayment

in surance (Darley, 1979).
Veterans Administration loan s .

The VA may guarantee a home loan

made by a pri vate lender up to tilOO ,OOO.
made or guaranteed by the VA are 9>;%.

The interest rate on l oans

Home l oans can be made for a

maximum of 30 Years (Boher, 1979).
Conventional loans.

Fully amortized conventional loan s on real

estate made by all national and state chartered banks are generally
limited to 80% of the bank's appraisal of the value of the property
or the se l ling pr ice, whichever is lower (Berston , 1977).

The i nterest

rate vias 10-3/4% at the Tremonton Branch Bank of Fi rst Security Bank
of Utah on February 8, 1979 . The interest rate on February 22, 1978
was 9>;% (Darly, 1979).
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Summary
Prebuilt housing has been tried since the time of the early
settlers.

Many different system designs have been built, tested,

and marketed.

Not all prebuilt housing companies have been success-

ful.
Prebuilt housing could lower building costs and the rapid production would help curb th e rising need by an ever increasing population for housing.

Rapid production holds dOl'in inflationary building

costs.
Producers have had to develop nelv solutions to a wide range of
problems- -labor, materials, methods of assembly, building codes,
transportation , and the development of a high qual ity product.

But

their major problem is obtaining public acceptance.
The major marketing problem i s to create an acceptable imag e in
the mind of the consuming public.
as standardized boxes.

The public thinks of modulars

Better terminology might be used, such as

"precision-engineered homes" instead of "prebuilts" or "prefabs."
It is clear from the search of the literature that there has
been little inv estigation on consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction .
Nor has there been an evaluation on where a prebuilt housing market
might be, and what kind of design would be acceptabl e to that market.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
This study is of a survey design.

It was done in order to

ascertain the reasons that consumers buy prebuilt houses, and their
satisfaction with those houses.
Sampl e
The subjects for the study were 60 husbands and thei r wives "Iho
had purchased prebuilt hou ses .

They were asked to respond to a

questionnaire about themselv es , their family, and the prebuilt house
in which they lived.

Questionnaires .Iere filled out only hy those

couples who had originally ordered their prebui l t house.
The total sample was t aken in Box Elder County, Utah, and was
stratified in this manner : 15 couples in Brigham City,

5 couples in

Perry, 5 coup l es in Honeyville, 2 couples in ElI-100d , 15 couples i n
Trenonton , 5 couples in Bothwell , 8 couples in Garland, and 5 couples
in Riverside, Utah.
Th e selection of subjects was made using incorporated municipali ties records for Gar l and , Trenonton and Br igham City and Box Eld er
County bui l di ng permits.

The ' logs of ~Ierr ill Johnson (bu il di ng

inspector for Tremonton and Devleyv ille, Utah) and Denton Beecher
(County Building Inspector) were used.

Also . the records of dealers

of prebui lt homes in Box Elder County vlere used.
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Ins trument
The data collection instrumen t lVas a blo-part questionnaire and
interview (see Appendix).

Part 1 of the instrument was a questionnaire

filled out by the subjects described in the samp le .

The questionnaire

gathered background data about the prebu ilt house the subjects liv ed
in, and socio-economic data about themselves and family.
Part 2 of the instrument ¥Ias a quest i onnaire filled out by the
subjects described i n the sample.

This questionnaire was based on

a Likert sca l e, testing prebui lt homeowners sat i sfaction or dissatisfaction with their homes in the areas of design, quality of construc tion , and the alternative housing choices that were avai l able to
the subjects before they purchased their home.

\·ihile responding to

Part 2, the husband and wife did not confer about their feelings of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their home.
In those areas scored unsatisfactory in Part 2 of the questionnaire,
the homeOlvners

~Iere

asked by the researcher to be more specific about

their dissatisfaction.

The researcher conducted an indepth interview

with the homeo\"mers as to why they vlere dissatisfied, where the homeowners thought the problem was, and what the homeowners thought the
solution to this problem could be.
As a pretest , the instrument was adm inistered to five married
coup 1es v/ho own prebu i 1t hou ses in Northern Box E1 der County.
appropriate ana l ysis of the data wa s made .
i nstrument needed no modifications.

An

It .Ias found that the
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Collection of Data
The researcher telephoned or called personally upon the subjects
to make an appointment to administer the questionnaires at their
home .

The data were collected during the month of October, 1978.

The

same researcher administered the instrument to all of the subjects
in the sample.
Analysis of Da ta
Responses to the questionnaires were grouped into these areas
for ana l ysis :

design, prebuilt house construction, financin g, rrice ,

characteristics of the tYrical prebu ilt houseowners, characteristics
of a typical prebuilt house, and availability of other alternatives
of housing.
A statistical analysis of the study data includes percentages for
all mu ltipl e criteria variables , such as the percentages of couples
with yearly incomes of $10,000 to $14,999 .
The mean was used to express the most 1 ike1y variable among the
related variables .

Chi square was used to assess relationships, such

as the relationship of the wives' or husbands' overall satisfaction
with the house as com pared to their sat i sfact ion with the construction
of the house .
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This research was conc erned with the reasons why consumers buy
prebuilt houses and t heir satisfaction with those houses.

Additionally,

it was concerned with making recommendations, based on participants'

comments, to help make prebuilt housin g a viable alternative in all
areas of the housing market.
Description of Samp l e
Si xty husbands and their wives who had purchased prebuilt houses
were questioned.

Questionnaires were filled out by on ly those couples

who had originally ordered their preb uilt home.
The tota 1 saillp 1e was taken in Box El de r County, Utah, and \vas
stratified in this manner: 15 couples in Brigham City, 5 couples in
Perry, 5 cou ples in Honeyv ill e , 2 couples in Elwood, 15 cou ples in
Tremonton , 5 couples in Bothwell, 8 coup l es in Garland, and 5 couples
in Riverside, Utah.
Demographic Ana l ysis
An ana l ysis of the background of the owners of prebuilt homes
who se rved as subjects in this research was made (see Table 1).

The

age span of the respondents was fr om un de r 20 years to over 60 years,
with the average age of both the husbands and wives being 26 t o 30
years old.
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Table 1
Ages of Husbands and Wives
Husbands
Percent
Number

Years of Age

y!i ves
Percent
Number
1.7

1.7

Under 20
20 - 25

10

16.1

16

27.7

26 - 30

21

35.0

20

33.3

31 - 40

16

26.7

12

20.0

41 - 50

4

6.7

5

8.3

50 and over

8

13.3

6

10.0

60

100.0

60

100.0

The data in Table 2 indicates the educationa l leve l of the respondents.

The category for the husbands with the highest frequency

was those who had attended college, while college graduate had next
to the hi ghest frequency.

The category for the wives receivin g the

hi ghest frequency was high school graduate , vlhile those vlho had attended
college was the next to the highest in frequency.
An analysis of occupat ion s (Table 3) identifies that the highest
frequency of occupation for the husbands was in the white collar
category (50 . 0%).

This would seem to hold true with the findings in

Table 2 that the highest frequency of husbands had attended or graduated
from co ll ege.

The highest frequency of occupation for the wives was

in the housewi fe category (61 . 7%).

The occupat ions vlere grouped into
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Table 2
Husbands and Wives Educational Leve l
Husbands
Percent
Number

Education Leve l

Wives
Percent
Number

Not responding

1.7

0

0.0

Grade school

1.7

0

0.0

Attended high school

3

5. 0

4

6.7

High school gradua te

12

20.0

22

36.6

Attended college

19

31. 7

20

33 . 3

College graduate

14

23 . 3

Trade Schoo l

10

16 .7

7

11 .7

60

100.0

60

100.0

11 .7

Tab l e 3
Occupation of Homeowners
Category Occupation

Husbands
Percent
Number

1.

White co ll ar

30

50.0

2.

Blue collar

20

33 .3

3.

Housew ife

4.

Farmer

3

5.0

5.

Retired

5

8.3

6.

White collar/part-time job

7.

Bl ue col l ar/part- ti me job

8.

Housew ife/part - ti me job

9.

Farm/part- time job
60

Wives
Percent
Number

37

61. 7

1.7

6

10 .0

1. 7

2

3.3

14

23.3

60

1.7
100.0

100.0
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nine cat egories as listed by the U. S. Dept. of Labor (Employment and
Earnin gs , 1978).

Group 1 was white collar workers, and included

professionals, technicians, mana gers, officials, proprietors, clerical
and salespersons.

Group 2 was blue collar workers made up of crafts-

men, foremen, operatives, those involved in transportation, and nonfarm laborers.

Group 3 was full time housewives.

Group 4 were those

involved with farming, such as farmers, farm managers, farm laborers,
and foremen.

Group 5 was made up of retired people.

The total family income reported by the respondents (Table 4) in
this study ranged from $5,000 to over $25,000.

The category receiving

the highest frequency was from $10,000 to $15,000, and the next hi ghest
frequency being in the $15,000 to $20,000

category.

A tabulation of the number of children living at home (Table 5)
shows si x families with no children living at home, and one family
had six children at home.

The average number of children livin g at

home was two.
Ana lys is of Houses
An analysis of the characteristics of the houses used in thi s
research study was made.

The characteristics researched were: main

floor square footage , length of time house had been occupied, exterior
materials used on house, and the loaning institution from which the
house mortgage was procured.
The size of the house was determined by the square footage on the
main floor (Table 6).

The s i ze ranged from under 1,000 square feet
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Table 4
Fami ly Income
Category Income

Percent in
Category

Number in
Category

Not responding
2. Below $5,000/year
3. $5,000 to $9,999
4. $10,000 to $14,999
5. $15,000 to $19,999
6. $20,000 to $24,999
7. $25,000 and over
1.

3
0
3
23
20

5.0
0.0
5.0
38.3
33.3

7

11. 7

4
60

~

100.0

Table 5
Children Livin g at Home
Number of Ch ildren

Familie s Having This Number of
Children Liv ing at Home

o

6

1
2

15
20

3

11
2

4

5
6

128

60
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Table 6
Square Footage of Floor Space
on the Main Floor
Number in
Category

Square Footage
On Main Floor
700
1,000
1,200
1,700

6
31
22
1
60

- 999
- 1,199
- 1,699
and Over

to over 1,700 square feet.

Percentage
10.0
51. 7
36 . 7
1.7
100.0

The most frequent size of house was

between 1,000 and 1,199 square feet (51.7%).

This may have been

influenced by the fact that Farmers Home Administration loans are
made on houses under 1,200 square feet.
The average length of time the hous es had been occupied I'las
tlvO and one-half yea rs (Table 7).
more than four years old.

Only 18 out of the 60 houses I'lere

The lack of homes ol der than four years

in the sample could be attributed to the unpopularity of prebuilt
homes in th e past, or the fact that the average mortgage is held
for seven years .

If the average mortgage lasts only seven years,

then these homeowners must be moving about every seven years.

This

would diminish the number of older homes still held by the original
owners.

Ori gi na 1 ol'mers of prebu i It homes were used i n th i s study .

Also , population growth has increased the demand for homes in the
l ast fev} years.
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Table 7
Length of Ti me the

O\~ners

Had Occupied the House
Number of
Houses Occupied

Length of Occupancy

9

6 mont hs
1 year
2 years
3 yea rs
4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
8 yea rs

14
11

12
4
4
4
1
60

Percent
15.1
23.4
18.3
20.1
6.7
6.7
6.7
1.7
1.7
100.0

Houses can be ordered from the ma nufacturer with a variety of
exterior materia ls (Table 8).

The cost of these

~aterials

and

their installation range from the lowest price for painted wood
siding to the highest price for bt'ick.

The painted wood category

had the highest frequency of responses (71.7%).
The types of 1endi n9 i nst itut i ons homeovmers used to obta i n
their mortgage indicates that the hi ghest frequency of mortgages
were from Farmers Home

Admini~tration

(Table 9).

This loan is

provided from the Department of Agr i culture through the Farmers
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Table 8
Exterior Materials
Number of Houses

Type of Exterior Material
Painted wood
Stained ~lOod
Brick
Stucco
Metal siding
Other
Combination of materials

Percent

43

71. 7

8

13.3

3

3

5. 0
0.0
0.0
5.0

3

~

60

100.0

0
0

Table 9
Types of Lending Institutions
Used by Homeowners
Financial Institution
Conventional loan wi th a bank
Federal Housing Administration
Farmers Home Administration
Savings and Loan companies
Other types of loans

No. of Homeowners
Using this Institution

Percent

13

21. 7

6

10.0

23

38 . 3

9

15.0
15.0
100.0

9

60
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Home Adm ini stration to low income fa milies.

These famili es do not

have to be farmers or live on a farm, but the area in which these
lo ans are granted must be of a rura l nature.

Indeed, only three

responsents gave farming as their occupatio n (Table 3), whereas 23
homes had Farme rs Home Administration mor t gage s .
Obje cti ve No.1
Objective No.
buy prebuilt homes .

was to

determine the reasons why consumers

Hypothesis No. 1 re l ated to Objective No. 1,

\-Ihich stated that there i s no significant difference within th e
husband group or within the wife group as to the reasons why the
prebui l t homes were purchased.
An eve n distribution of reasons for buying a prebu il t house
was not foun d in th e popu l ation samp l ed (Table 10).

Price had the

hi ghest f requency of response in the husbands ' category (38.3%).
Length of ti me needed to get the house had the hi ghest frequency
for the wives (26.7%) .

Over 50% of both husbands and wives indicated

that either price or length of time needed to ge t the house was the
det ermin ing reason for purchas ing a prebu ilt house.

In ana lysis of

ri sing bu ilding and labor costs, the length of ti me needed to obtain
a ho use cou l d be rel ated to price.
The data permitted the reject i on of Hypothesis No. 1 that the
considerat i ons for buyin g are evenly dis tributed in the hu sband or
wife catego ry accordi ng to ch i square and goodness of fit for onevari able prob l ems.
Table 10.

Data used to calcu l ate ch i square are found in
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Tab le 10
Consumers' Reasons for Purchasing
A Prebuilt House

Price
Length of time needed to get
the house
Quality of construction
Floor pl an and design
Financing avai la ble
Other reasons
Husbands df-5

Wives
Number Percent

Husbands
Number Percent

Reasons for Purchase

Chi square

23

15

38.3

18.3
11. 7
6.7
4
16.7
10
8.4
5
100.0
60
24.72 Wives df ~ 5
11

Hypothesis No.2 relates to objective No.1.
was to determi ne vlhy people buy prebui It homes.

25.0

26.7
3.3
10.0
16.7
18.3
11
100.0
60
Chi Square = 42.44
16
2
6
10

Objective No . 2
Hypothes is No. 2

stated that there i s no significant relationship between main floor
square footage and the type of finan cial institution from which the
mortgage was obtained on the prebuilt home.
The data in Table 11 did not permit the rejection of this hypothesis by the use of the chi square test for two-variable problems
at the .05 level of significance.
Hypothesis No.4 further evaluates consumers' reasons for buying.
Hypothesis No.4 states that there i s no significant differen ce between
husbands' and \'iives' reasons for buying a prebuilt home.
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Table 11
Type of Institution the Mortgage
From Compared

\~ith

~Ias

Obtained

the Square

Footage of the House
700900

Loaning Institution
Conventional bank
Federa 1 Housing Admin.
Farmers Home Admin.
Savings and loan
Other types of loans
df

=

Square Footages on Main Floor
1,0001,2001,700Total
and Over
1,199
1,699

0
0

1
0
6
12 Chi square = 17.745

8

4
14
4
4
31

2
4
4
4
22

0
0
0
0

1

13
6
23
9
_9
60

The chi square test for two -variable problems was used for analysis.
This hypothesis was rejected at the .05 level of significance (Table 12).
The majority of husba nd s cited pri ce as their reason, and the majority
of wives cited the length of ti me needed to obtain the house as their
reason.
Objective No.2
Objective No.2 was to determine the satisfaction of the owners
of a prebuilt home with their home.
to this object ive.

Hypotheses No . 3 and 5 related

Hypothesis No.3 stated that there is no signi-

ficant difference between prebuilt homeovmers' overall satisfaction
with their home and their satisfaction with the construction of the
house.
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Tabl e 12
Husbands ' Reasons for Purchasing the
Prebuilt House Compared with
the Wives' Reasons
Husbands Number Percent

Reasons for Purchase
Price
Length of ti me needed to get
the house
Quality of construction
Fl oor plan and design
Financing available
Other reasons
Df=36

Chi square

vii ves
Percent
Number

23

28.3

15

25.0

11
7
4
10
5
60

18.3
11 .7
6.7
16.7
8 .4
100.0

16
2
6
10
11
60

26.7
3.3
10.0
16 .7
18.3
100 . 0

70.27

The data in Tables 15 and 16 pe rmits the rejection of this hypothe sis f or both husbands and wi ves .
Hypothesis No .5 stated that there is no s i gnificant difference
between the husbands ' overall satisfaction l"iith the house and the
wives' overall satisfaction.

The data given in Table 17 permits the

rej ection of this hypoth esis at the .05 l evel of significance.
An analysis of the

satisfa~tion

of husbands and wives with the

workma nship of their homes (Table 13) indicates that the hi ghes t
f req uencies (31.7%) are in the average and good categories for the
husbands.
th e I·Ji yes .

The highest frequency (36.7%) is in the good cateaory for
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Table 13
Husbands ' and Wives' Satisfaction with the
Workmanship of their Home
Husbands
Number
Percent

Satisfaction
No response
Unsatisfactory
Fai r
Average
Good
Very sati sfactory

0
2
10
19
19
10
60

0.0
3.3
16.7
31. 7
31.7
~

100.0

Wives
Number
Percent
1.7
6.7
16.7
21.7
36.7
16.7
100.0

4
10
13
22
10
60

Table 14
Husbands' and Wives' Overa ll Satisfaction
Satisfaction
Unsatisfactory
Fai r
Average
Good
Very sat i sfactory

Husbands
Percent
Number

4

14
25
16
60

1.7
6.7
23.3
41. 7
~

100.0

~Ii

Number

28
19
60

ves
Percent
1.7
8.3
11.7
46.7
31.7
100 .0
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Table 15
Husbands' Overall Home Sa ti sfaction Compared
to Workmansh i p of the
Husbands' Overall
Satisfaction

Husbands' Satisfaction With Workma nship
Unsati s . Fa i r Average Good VerySatis. Total

Unsat isfactory
Fair
Average
Good
Very Sat isfactory
Of

=

16

Ho~e

0
0
1
0
2

Chi squa re

=

0
0
8

2
0
10
63. 10

0
2
6

0
2
0
11

4
19

6
19

0
0
0
4
6
10

4
14
25
16
60

Table 16
Wi ves' Overall Satisfaction Compared
to Workmansh i p of the Home
Wives' Satisfact ion with Workmanship
Uns atis . Fair Average Good Very Satis.

Wi ves' Overal l
Satisfaction
Un sat i sfactory
Fa i r
Average
Good
Very Sat isfactory
Of

= 20

0
2

0

0

4

10

7

13

22

0

3
~

0

5

4

Chi square = 39.28

9

0
0
0
3

0
2

10
1
10

Total

28

19
60
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Further analysis dealing with the husbands' and wives' sat i sfaction with the total project (Tab l e 14) indicates that the highest
frequency for the husbands i s in the good ca te go ry (41.7%) .

The

good category vias also the one receiving the hi ghest frequency for
the wives (46 .7% ).
The chi square test for two - variable prob l ems was used to
ana lyze the overall satisfaction the husbands had, compared to his
satisfaction with the workmanship of his home (Table 15).

The

data permitted the rejecti on of Hypoth esis No.3 at the .05 level
of s i gn ificance.

The husbands had a greater satisfaction level with

the overa ll project than they did with the workma nship of the house.
This may be attributed to the fact th at people are generally more
satisfied with the total project than with any specific element of
that project.
The chi square test for two-variab l e problems was used for
analys i s of the wives' over all sa tisfaction with the hou se, as
compared to her satisfaction with the workma nship of her home (Table
16 ) .

The data permitted the rejectio n of Hypothes is No .3 at the

.05 level of s i gni f i cance for the wives.

Both hu sbands and wi ves

had a greater l eve l of satisfaction with the overall project than
they did with the workmanship of the house.
Hy pothes i s No. 5 dea 1t vii th the difference betVleen the husbands'
overal l satisfaction and the wives' overal l satis faction wi th the
hou se.

It was hypothesized that their satisfaction would be the same.
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The chi square test for tl,o-variable problems
analysis.

~ias

used for

The data in Table 17 permitted the rejection of Hypothesis

No.5 at the .05 level of significance.

The wives had a higher per-

centage in the good and very satisfactory levels than did the husbands
(Table 14 ).
Analysis of Other Influencing Factors
Other factors that influenced the consumer satisfact i on with
the prebuilt home cou l d have been the actua l l ength of t ime before
moving into the house.

Table 18 shows the length of ti me waited

after the contract was signed before the owners could occupy their
home.

The average wait was five and one-ha l f months for this sample.

The highest frequencies were at the three and six mont hs l eve l s.

If

a three - month wait was anticipated as a satisfactory waiting period,
then 55 .0% were not realizing this satisfact ion.

Other types of

housing i n the area may have had an effect upon the decision to buy
a prebu ilt home (Table 19 ) .

If many units in a variety of differe nt

housing types were looked at by the homeowners, a t rend
purchasing prebuilt homes mi ght be established .

tO~iard

This does not seem

to be the case, because only 50% of the couples in any category were
aware of other alternatives in housing in their area.
The owners of prebuilt homes leve l of satisfaction may be affected
by the esteem in which the general pub lic holds prebuilt homes (Tab l e
20).

The hi ghest frequency of the gene ral public's satisfaction was

assessed as average by both the husbands and wi ves of this study .

It
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Table 17
Husbands' Overall Satisfactio n Compared With
the Wives' Overall Satisfaction
Husbands Overall
Satisfaction

Unsatis.

Unsat i sfactory
Fai r
Average
Good
Very Sat i sfactory
Of

=

16

Chi square

Wives' Overall Satisfaction
Fair Average Good Very Sat i s.

0
0
0
1
0
1
=

0
0
3
1
1
5

3
3
0
0
7

0
1

1
4
14
25
16
60

0
0

7
14

6
28

Tota l

9
9
19

40.813

Table 18
Lengtn of Time WJited Before Occupancy
Months Waited
No response

Numbe r of Houses
in Each Ca te go ry

Percent of Houses
in Each Category

2

3.3
3.3
8 .3
30 .0
8.3
10.0
20.0

2

2
3

5

18

4

5

5

6

6

12

7

2

8

4

9

3

10

1

60

3.3
6.7
5.0
1.7
100.0
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Table 19
Other Types of Housing Assessed
Types of Housing
Assessed

Number of couples
Who Looked At
This Type

Rental unit
Home bu il t to their
specif i cation by
contractor
Home already bui l t by
contractor on speculation
Older home for sale
Mobile home
Other

Percent Aware Percent Not
of Th i s Type Aware of
This Type

16

26 . 7

73.3

26

43.3

56.3

26
29
16
2

43 . 3
48.3
26.7
3. 3

56 .7
51. 7
73.3
96.7

Table 20
Eva l uation of Homeowners Regard i ng the
Public Acceptance of Prebuilt Homes

Satisfaction
Not responding
Unsatisfactory
Fa ir
Ave rage
Good
Very Satisfacto ry

How husbands think
Public Feels
Percent
Number

21
25
1

60

1. 7
8.3
35.0
41.7
11. 7
1. 7
100 .0

How \~i ves Th i nk
Public Feels
Number
Percent
6

19
24
9
1
60

1.7
10.0
31.7
40.0
15.0
1. 7
100.0
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will be noted on Table 14 that the average prebuilt homeowner in dicated
their overall satisfaction was at the good level.
Other external factors in satisfact ion with prebuilt houses by
their owners is their satisfaction with other houses for sale, or
contractors to build a house in Box Elder County area.

Tables 21 and

22 show that their satisfaction with sale homes or contractors was
fair to average.

It could be that their satisfaction le vel with

their prebuilt home was increased, when they compared it to other
alternatives.

Table 19 indicates that their comparison was not

extens ive.
When asked if they \,ould purchase another prebuilt home, over
80% of both husbands and wives answered "yes" (Table 23).

The wives

answered yes 7.7% above the husbands, but the wives generally gave
higher satisfaction le vels.
Desion el ement satisfaction.

The sat i sfact ion of the husbands

and wives with the various parts of the design of their prebui lt home
was analyzed.

Husbands on the average rated the design elements

between average and good (Tab l e

2~.

The wives on the average rated

the design elements good, except for the kitchen work area, which
they rated average (Table 25).

The reader may recall that the

respondents generally gave a level of good for their overall satisfaction (Table 14).
Responses Given in the Interview
by Owners of Prehuilt Houses
Dissatisfaction with the dealer had the highest frequ ency of
response .

Some items that were scored low in satisfaction were
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Table 21
Prebuilt

Homeo~mers

Satisfaction

~Iith

the

Homes for Sale in the Box Elder County Area
Husbands
Number
Percent

Satisfaction
Not responding
Unsatisfactory
Fair
Average
Good
Very Satisfactory

0
17
23
11

0
60

0.0
15.0
28.3
38.3
18.3
0.0
100.0

Wives
Number
Percent
2
11
17
18
9

3
60

3.3
18.3
28.3
30.0
15.0
5.0
100.0

Table 22
Homeowners' Satisfaction with the Availability
of Homebuilding Contractors
Satisfaction of Prebui lt
HomeOl'mers wi th Contractors
in area
Not responding
Unsatisfactory
Fa i r
Average
Good
Very satisfactory

Husba nds
Percent
Number

14
18

16
3
60

3.3
11 . 7
23.3
30.0
26.7
5.0
100.0

Hives
Percent
Number

5
17
20
9
4

60

8. 3
8.3
28.3
33.3
15. 0
6.7
100.0
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Table 23
Owners Who Would Buy Another Prebuilt House
Husbands
Number
Percent

Response
Yes
No

48
12

Wives
Number
Percent
52

80.0
20.0

86.7
13.3

8

Table 24
Husbands' Satisfaction with the
Different Design Elements
Design Elements

Unsatis.
No.
%

Storage
Traff ic fl 01,
Room size
Space for furniture
arrangement
Kitchen work area
space
Arrangement of
bathroom

4

a

Husbands' Satisfaction
Fair Average
Good
Very Satis.
No. % No. % No. %
No.
%

6.7
11.7 17
1.7 4 6.7 15
11 .7 28
0.0

28.3 21
25.0 26
46.7 18

35.0
43.3
30.0

16.7 24

40.0 23

38 . 3

6.7 21

35.0 18

30.0

8.3 22

36.7 25

41. 7

3.3 10
1.7

a

0.0

4

11
14

18 . 3
23.3
11 .7
1.7

16

26.7

8 13.3
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Table 25
,Ii ves' Satisfaction with t he
Different Design Elements
Design Elements

Unsatis.
No. %

Storage
Traffic flow
Room size
Space for furniture
arra ngeme nt
Ki tchen work area
space
Arrangement of
bathroom

0
0
2

0.0 3 5.0 9 15.0 31
0.0 5 8. 3 19 31. 7 25
3.3 8 13.3 22 36.7 23

51. 7 17 28.3
41.7 11 18. 3
5 8.3
38.3

1.7

40.0

22

36.7

6.7

9 15.0 24

0

0.0 6 10.0

21 35.0 19

31. 7 14 23.3

5

8.4 10 16 . 7 13

21. 7 22

36 . 7 10 16.7

attributed to poor dealer service.
I~a s

Wives' Satisfaction
Very Sat i s.
Fai r Average
Good
No.
%
No . % No.
% No. %

Homeowners felt that th e dealer

not i nterested, that he was 510lv in report ing repair i tems to

the compa ny, and that he did not make details in the ho use plans clear.
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CHAPTER V
SUM~ARY

AND DISCUSS ION

This study investig ated reasons why buyers invest in prebuilt
houses, and if reasons prompting that selection are being satisfied.
The study measured wife and husband satisfaction independently,
and

\~as

completed in Box El der Cou nty, Utah, where emergency for

housing is not high.
The study may be of interest to potential home buyers, because
it analyzes the reasons people have bought prebuilt houses, and
thei r sat is fact-i on wi th those houses.

The study may a 1so be of

interest to those who market prebu ilt houses, because it supplies
information useful in targeting the ir markets and satisfying their
customers.
The basic element of targeting the prospective market of prebuilt home buyers is to find .,hat type of people have purchased this
housing, and the features incorporated in the homes purchased.
Summary
Demography.

The age group between 26 and 30 years ol d (for

both husband and wife, Table 1) had the highest number of consumers .
Of this group, most husbands had atte nded college and the wives were
hi gh schoo l graduates (Table 2).
two (Tab le 5).

The ave rage number of children was

The average annual income of these fam ili es was
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between $10,000 and $15,000 (Table 4).

In the husband category, white

collar occupations were reported the most frequent (50.0%, Table 3).
In the wife category, the occupation of housewife was reported by
61.7% (Table 3) of the wives.
Typi ca 1 house.

The size of the typi ca 1 house was between 1,000

and 1,200 square feet of floor space on the main floor (Table 6).
Painted wood siding was the prevalent exterior treatment, with 71.7%
(Table 8) of the houses being in this category.

The greatest number

of home loans were with Farmers Home Administration (Table 9),
and the mean length of time the houses had been occupied was two and
one-half years (Table 7).
Other housing alternatives .

The awareness of homeowners of

othey' alternatives in housing before they bought a pY'ebuilt house
was not over 50.0% (Table 19) . The satisfaction the owners of
prebui It homes expressed for other homes for sa 1e, or the a va i 1abil i ty
of an on-site contractor in their area was fair to average (Tables
21 and 22).
Objective No.1.

Objective No. 1 was to determine the recsons

why these consumers purchased prebuilt homes.
and 4 related to this objective.

Hypotheses Nos. 1, 2,

Hypothesis No. 1 stated that there

would be no significant difference within the husband group or within
the wife group as to the reasons why the prebui lt houses were purchased.
The data permitted the rejection of this hypothesis because the most
frequent reason was price (Table 10, 38% for the husbands and 25.0%
for the wives).

The second most frequent reason was the length of
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time before consumers could occupy the house (18.3% for the husbands
and 26.7% for the wives).

This reason could be related to price,

because the more time before the consumer can occupy the house usually
means higher construction prices.

The third most frequent reason was

the financing available (Table 10).
Hypothes is No.2 stated that there would be no significant
relationship between main floor square footage and the type of mortgage obta ined on the prebuilt house.

The data permitted the retention

of this hypothesis (Table 11 ).
Hypothesis No.4 stated that there is no significant difference
betvleen husbands' reasons for buyi ng and wi ves' reasons for buyi ng.
The data permitted the rejection of this hypothesis (Table 12 ).

The

husbands cited price and the wives the length of time needed to obtain
the house.

However, length of time may be related to price.

Objective No.2.

Objective No.2 was to determine the satis-

faction of the owners of prebuilt homes with their homes.
these s Nos. 3 and 5 related to Objective No.2.

Hypo-

Hypothesis No.3

stated that there is no significant difference betvleen ovmers of
prebuilt homes overall satisfaction with their home , and their satisfaction with the construction of the home.

The data permitted the

rejection of this hypothesis for both husbands and wives (Tables 15
and 16).

Overall satisfaction was higher with both husbands and wives

than their satisfaction with anyone specific el ement of the overall
project.
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Hypothesis No.5 stated that there would be no significant
difference between the husbands' overall satisfaction and the wives'
overall satisfaction with the house.
of this hypothesis (Table 17).

The data permitted the rejection

In general, the wives were more satis-

fied in every category than the husbands.
Discussion
Companies who manufacture prebuilt homes advertise these homes
commercially, but the genera l public for the most part does not
realize what they are selling.
from a pre-cut home.

They do not know a preb uilt home

Their interest has not been stimulated.

The

potentials or possibi liti es of prebuilt housing does not seem to r each
the general public.
A good mode of advertisement may be testimonials of satisfied
owners of prebuilt homes to their neighbors and friends.

This study

indicated that owners of prebui lt homes perceived that the general
public's image of prebuilt homes is only fair to average, whereas the
homeowners' sat is facti on with thei r prebui lt house was much higher.
The dealer was the object of most dissatisfaction to some con sumers.

They said that he did not report conditions in need of repair

wi th in a reasonable l ength of time to the company.

There were misunder -

sta nd ings about the detail work between dealer, or the company and
the consumer.

The consumers stated that the service the dealer

rendered was not worth the price th ey pa id.
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The survey information indi cated that the three most important
reasons for buying a prebuilt house were price, a short waiting period
before delivery, and available financing.
Recommendations
Recommendation No.1.

The future of prebuilt housing is in

its conservation of time, money, and mater ials.

The company must

show the consumer where prebuilt houses are conserving either time,
money, mater ials, or al l three for the benefit of the consu me r.
A.

It must be shown that it is l ess expensive than stick-bu il t
for a structure of near likeness.

B.

Dealers and the company must see that the ti me of delivery
is kept to a minimum.
it

The survey shows on the average

is five and one-half months.

That is too long , becalJse

a stick-built hou se cou ld be comp l eted in that length of
ti me .

Companies should see that dealers attend to problems

promptly.
C.

The company or th e dea ler should instruct the consumer
concerning what materials were used and their proper care.
They should also be instructed concerning the use and care
of equipment that comes with the house .

Recommendation No.2.

There should be more sophisticated training

of dealers in working with the consumers to fulfill the consumer's needs.
The consumer shou ld rece i ve precise plans, featuring section drawin gs
of all detail in g such as cabinets and linen closets .

The company must

also set up a pl an to insure that dealers respond to compla ints promptly.
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Recommendation No.3.

Further study and research into different

design possibilities are needed.

The prebuilt ma nufacturer is just

repeating what contractors are building .

Research in designs for

small starter homes for singles or couples with possibilities of
these homes being economically expanded l ater would be indic ated by
the fact that price of the home was the reason most couples purchased
a prebuilt home .

Maybe the answer to new design S is in the area s of

those things that cannot be done, or cannot be done economically by
the on - s ite contractor.
Recommendation No.4.

Research and study should be carri ed

out that wou ld show the strength, durability, economy, livability
of des i gn, enel'gy effi ci enc}" and workmansh i p of prebui 1t homes .
Informat ion that the pub li c can rel ate to should be used in affirmative mass advertising.

Further studies of the best modes of adver-

ti s ing prebuilt houses should be carried out.
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HUSBAND
Please fill in the foll ow ing descriptive infonnation:
1.

Age (please circle group that
your age fall s in.)
1. Under 20
2. 20-25
3. 26-30
4. 31-40
5. 41-50
6. Over 50

3.

Occupat ion : ___________ Full time

4.

~,ou1d

5.

Please circ l e your family's level of annual income, inc luding
your wife's earnings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6.

Education level (Please
circle highest level attended)
1. Grade school
2. Attended hi gh school
3. High School Graduate
4. Attended college
5. College graduate
6. Trade, technical or
other school

you purchase another prebu ilt home?

Yes

Part tim2 _ __
No

Less than $5,000
$5,000-9 ,999
$10 ,000-14,999
$15,000-1 9,999
$20,000-24,999
$25,000 or above

Please circle the pair of square footages that your home falls
within . 00 not count any additions you have made to the origina l
house or the basement area .
1.
2.
3.
4.

7.

2.

700-999 sq. ft.
1 ,000- 1 ,199 sq. ft.
1,200-1,699 sq . ft.
1,700 or more sq . ft.

Please check each type of d\·,e11 ing you looked at before you
bought a prebuilt house.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A renta 1 unit
A house built to your speci fic at i ons by a contractor
A house a contractor had already built
An ol der house that Vias for sale
A mob ile home
Other
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8.

Please indicate by ci rcling one of the items belovl, how you
fi nanced your present home.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
9.

Conventional l oan with a bank.
Federal Housing Administration insured loan
Farmers Home Administration loan
Convention loan with a savings and loan company
Other

The major consideration in buy i ng this home was: (Please circle
one)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Price
Length of time needed to get it.
Quality of construction
Floor plan and design
Financing available
Other

Please read the items below and indicate your feelings of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction . Some of the items deal vlith the design of your
prebuilt home. Some of the items are about the building industry in
general. Please rate each statement, using the following scale:
1 - Unsatisfactory, 2 - Fair, 3 - Average, 4 - Good, 5 - Very
Satisfactory (Please circ l e the number after each qu~stion)
U

FAG

VS

10. Your hOllle ' s storage space i s

2

3

4

11 . The traffic flov! permitted by the floor
plan is

2

3

4

5

12.

2

4

5

The size of the rooms are

13. The flexibility of arrangement of
furniture is

2

3

4

5

14. The arrangement of the kitchen work
space is

2

3

4

5

15. The exter i or design of our home i s

2

3

4

5

16. The convenience of the main bathroom's
arrangement is

2

3

4

5

17. The workmansh i p on our prebuilt hOille is

2

3

4

5
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F

A

G

18.

The materials used on our prebuil t
home are

2

3

4

19 .

The workmanship on the foundation or
basement, steps, and walkways are

2

3

4

20.

The fit of the house upon the foundation
or basement of our prebuilt house is

2

3

4

The adherence to the agreed upon plan
and mate ri al s of the factory bu i It
portion of the house is

2

3

4

Most people think of prebuilt housin g
as being

2

3

4

5

The availability of houses for sale in
this area is

2

3

4

5

The availability of a contractor to
build a house in this area is

2

3

4

The selling price of houses that are
already built in this area is

2

3

4

5

All things taken into consideration,
how satisfied are you with your
present home?

2

3

4

5

U

2l.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26 .

VS
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HUSBAND
Please fil l in the followin g descriptive information:
1.

Age (Please circle group that
your age falls in)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2.

Education l evel (Please
circle highest l evel attended)

Under 20

1.

20-25
26-30
31-40
41-50

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Over 50

Grade school
Attended high sc ho ol
High school graduate
Attended college
College graduate
Trade, technical or
other school

3.

Occupation: ___________ Part

4.

Would you purchase another prebuilt home?

5.

Please give the age and sex of children living at home:
Child No .

Full Time
Yes

No

Sex

1
2
3

4
5
6

If more than six children, lis t
in space above .

6.

How many years have you li ved in your present home?

7.

After you placed your order, how l ong did it take before your
home was ready to live in? Please indicate in months.

8.

The exterior material of your prebuilt house is
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

9.

Wood siding (painted)
Wood s iding (stained)
Brick
Stucco
A metal siding
Other

The major consideration in buying this home was:
1.
2.
3.

Price
Length of time needed to get it
Qua 1ity of cons tructi on

4.
5.
6.

(Please circle one)

Floor plan and design
Financing avai l able
Other
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Please read the items below and indicate your feelings of satisfacti on
or dissatisfaction. Some of the items deal with the design of your
prebu ilt home. Some of the items are about the bui ldin g industry in
general. Please rate each statement using the following scale:
1 - Unsatisfactory, 2 - Fair, 3 - Average, 4 - Good, 5 - Very
satisfactory . (Please circle the numbe r after each question)
U

FAG

VS

10.

Your home's storage space is

2

3

4

11.

The traffic flow permitted by the
floo r plan is

2

3

4

5

12.

The size of the rooms are

2

3

4

5

13.

The flexibility of arrangement of
furniture is

3

4

5

3

4

5

4

5

14.

The arrangement of the kitchen work
space is

2

15.

The exterior design of our home is

2

16.

The convenience of the main bathroom's
arrangement is

2

3

4

5

17.

The workmanship on our prebuilt home is

2

3

4

5

18.

The materials used on our prebuilt home
are

2

3

4

5

The workmanship on the foundation or
basement , steps and walkways are

2

3

4

The fit of the house upon the foundation
or basement of our prebuilt house is

2

3

4

5

3

4

5

19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

The adherence to the agreed upon plan and
materials of the factory built portion of
your home is
Most people think of prebuilt housing
as being

2

3

4

5

The availabil i ty of houses for sale i n
this area is

2

3

4

5
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U

F

A

G

24.

The availability of a contractor to
build a house in this area is

2

3

4

25.

The selling price of houses that ar e
already built in this area is

2

3

4

26.

All things taken into consideration,
how satisfied are you with your present
home?

2

3

4

VS

5
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Interview Questions
In those areas scored unsatisfactory on the questionnaire, the
home owners were asked to be specific about their dissatisfaction.
Comments were accepted that did not pertain to the questions in the
questionnaire.
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